QUEER CAFE
PRESENTS
PRIDE SYMBOLS
Emblems | Icons | Logos | Insignia | Flags
Rainbow Flag

Overall symbol to represent lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer people

Most popular symbol of the LGBTQ community, LGBTQ rights, and LGBTQ topics and issues in general
Inverted Triangles
--One of the oldest LGBTQ symbols
--World War II Nazi concentration camps

Lambda
--Lower case Greek letter L
--Gay Liberation
--Spartans: Unity
--Romans: Light of Knowledge
--Physics: Energy
Biological Symbols

--Symbols representing gender
--Mars symbol for men/male
--Venus symbol for women/female

Labrys

--Lesbian symbol
--Double edge hatchet or axe
--Strength and self-sufficiency
--Greek mythology: Demeter and Hecate
Equal Sign

--Representing equality or equal rights
--Marriage Equality
--Human Rights Campaign
**Bears**
- Rustic
- Gay Men

**BDSM**
- Kink
- Leather

**Polyamory**
- Triad
- Thrupple